One

I am only one person

born of

one society

one city

one country

One person within

a world of millions

One world composed of

different cultures

different religions

different nations

One world where

change is denied

freedom is limited

and hate is instilled

What can my

one voice

one love

one being do?

I am but a mere seedling
in an acre of crops

Just one person

But you see

it takes no more

than

one

One man had

one idea

one hate

one plan

He conquered nations

broke humanity

and destroyed lives

He created

one Holocaust

He scared generations

and generations

to come

Yet he is only one

It takes no more

Another man had

one idea

one love

one plan
He inspired nations
united humanity
and saved lives

He is
Gandhi

He united generations
and generations to come

Yet he is only one

It takes no more

You are one person

With one voice

one love
one heart

Now create

one idea

take one love
make one plan

Now spread your wisdom

Exclaim that life should be cherished

whether at war

on the street

or in the classroom

This is a world of billions

where you are not alone
and your
one being
may be all
a person needs
to regain that
one hope
one purpose
and one love
Be not just the
one seedling
in an acre of crops
But be
the water
the sun
the soil
that rises on that
one dry day
and lifts the
crops from
their despair
Because you are only one person
In a world where
change is denied
freedom is limited
and hate is instilled
A world composed of
different cultures
different religions
different nations
You are born of
one society
one city
one country
You are but one person
Who said it takes more?